
Application for Asylum at Autonomous Land Kininigen. 

In order to avoid a transfer into the person jurisdiction, the living, spiritually moral being of reason, writes the name led by
it, completely in SMALL letters and in blocking writing (empty distances between the individual letters. e.g. instead of: 
DOE JOHN, it will be written d o e, john, in order to clearly distance himself from the name of the person in the 
identification papers. Please write everything by hand and well legibly fill out, print, insert picture, sign and send the 
Application form either scanned to info@kininigen.space or to Ama-gi koru-É Kininigen Treuhandbund [P.O. Box 100 111 
to 75101] Pforzheim, Germany.

More information under https://  kininigen  .space/  asylum-application

Name of the Clan:

Name of calling:
                                                                                                  □ male □ female

Day of the Birth:
Month Name written, 
not No. 

Place of birth:

Domicile                  on 
to

Email Address:

I am a living, spiritually moral being of reason, popularly known as [man] □ yes □ no

I agree in its entirety with the definition of the inalienable rights □ yes □ no
of Ama-gi koru-É Kininigen Treuhandbund

I fully accept the maxims and principles of the Autonomous Land Kininigen and □ yes □ no
Ama-gi koru-É Kininigen Treuhandbund and will strive to abide by them at all times.

I apply for asylum, on the land of the Autonomous Land Kininigen and for protection □ yes □ no
under the legal system of the sovereigns valid and in force there.

I do perceive myself, as a living, spiritually moral being of reason, □ yes □ no
violated in my inalienable rights, defined by Kininigen.

I agree with and accept the Manifesto of Faith of Ama-gi koru-É Kininigen □ yes □ no
Treuhandbund



I recognize the Autonomous Land Kininigen, as a free land on Earth □ yes □ no

I recognize the Free Arbitration Court Kininigen, as the highest competent court, □ yes □ no
for living, spiritually moral beings of reason and treir court descisions.

I am aware that this is not a legal advice and I do act in free and sovereign will. □ yes □ no 

I do agree that I have no legal rights or claims of any kind, against the association Amagi e.V. □ yes □ no
or Ama-gi koru-É Kininigen Treuhandbund or the Free Arbitration Court Kininigen.

Identification of the inalienable rights that have been violated, in concise but clear terms, and a description of the case,
limited to the essentials, of the reason for the asylum application. 

The signature as the expression of one’s will. Please do sign in the same spelling, as the name given above (in block
letters and small letters, capitis sin deminutio). No paraphene, squiggles or habitual signature, please.

Executed to the day [_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ]

behind the name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
in the here and now.

Order of Determined Contractual Terms, Definition Inalienable Rights and Faith Manifesto Ama-gi koru-É Kininigen on kininigen.space.



Free Will Manifesto

I am a breathing, living, spiritually moral being of reason and perceive myself as such. In the free spirit and with 
clear consciousness. 
In the consciousness of my inalienably rightful free will, I invoke this free will and my inalienable rights as per 
definition of the Ama-gi koru-É Kininigen Treuhandbund, which I am entitled to at any time, are hereby claimed. 
The respect of my free will and my inalienable rights are the highest right due to me. No other living spiritual moral 
being of reason is subordinate to me and I am subordinate to no one, except to the Highest Source of All Being.
Should I be unknowingly bound to hidden or not fully disclosed contracts, or to contracts concerning my bodies, my
energy, my creations, my genetics, or any part of myself, they are hereby declared invalid, as they are inconsistent 
with my inherent free will and inalienable rights. Valid contracts are subject to prior disclosure in order to be valid.
I am aware that I am not a person, but as the breathing, living, spiritually moral being of reason, I have a person(s),
which I am free to use. 
Out of my own free will, I hereby join the Faith Manifesto of the Ama-gi koru-É Kininigen Treuhandbund and place 
myself as a living, spiritually moral being of reason under the protection of the order of the Determined Terms of 
Contract of the Ama-gi koru-É Kininigen Treuhandbund and the Autonomous Land Kininigen. 
It is hereby proclaimed that my property was created by my creative power. By the strength of my hands and the 
strength of my spirit and out of my energy. Property from still unpaid credit, is not included in it. Thus, all claims to 
my property, from not fully disclosed contracts and claims of second and third parties or contracts at my expense, 
are invalid.

A photographic image of the living, spiritually moral being of reason, which asks for asylum at the Autonomous 
Land Kininigen. The living, spiritually moral being of reason depicted here is aware of the fact that he/she is not a 
person, but, as the breathing, living, spiritually moral being of reason, has a person. He/she is aware of the fact that
persons are not allowed on the Autonomous Land Kininigen, nor is it responsible for persons, but exclusively for 
the living, spiritually moral being of reason, popularly known as [human being], and for the preservation of the 
inalienable rights endowed therewith of every living, spiritually moral being of reason.

Your picture here

Signature of the living, spiritually moral being of reason 

Executed to the day [_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ]

behind the name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
in the here and now

Order of Determined Contractual Terms, Definition Inalienable Rights and Faith Manifesto Ama-gi koru-É Kininigen on kininigen.space.
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